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CHAPTER I 
STATElVJENT OF TBE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
1.. The Problem 
Statement or the problem.-- The art department claims 
that our worksheets ro:r beginning.first graders are in 
direct disagreement. .with the present ar.t program. ~here­
fore, the purpose o:f this study is. to try to evaluate, 
informally, reading work sheets, and to attempt to adapt 
the present reading ~eadiness.workbooks :for beginning 
:first graders, so. that .. they will. satisfy the major 
objectives o:f bo.th the reading and. art curriculum in the 
school system. To accomplish .. this .purpos.e the work sheets 
will be evaluated by checking: 
le Their purposes with the vi.su.al aims o:f the 
readiness bo.oks. now in use in the six elementary 
schools. 
2. The art with the art supervisor's criticism1 and 
the desi.red art principles to be developed in the 
:first grade. 
Justification of the study.-- The :first grade teachers 
were asked to experLment with reading work sheets that would 
not inhibit the child's creative tendencies in art while 
giving the neededpractices in beginning reading. In 
this study, .opinions and observat.ions will be given as to 
1. Appendix A, PP• 55 ... 57. 
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the worth of the experiment, by administrators and teachers 
who have worked with the program for at least two years. 
It is hoped that the study will serve. a.s a helpful, flexible 
and tangible guide to new first grade teachers entering a 
system where they have a creative art program. 
2. Definitions of Terms Used 
Reading readiness.-- Many definitions for reading 
readiness are ~sed today, but from the research done for 
this paper, it means a stage of growth during which the 
child is physical~y, mentally, and emotiona~ly, developing 
specific skills which he must have in order to learn to 
read. These skills. can be taught. 
Work sheets.-- The term work sheet in this study means 
seat work, job.sheet, or a page from a.readiness workbook, 
whose purpose coincides with the purposes of the present 
readiness workbooks. 
creative art.-- The expression of an inner longing 
which has resulted :f'rom some real. or vicarious experience 
usually with careful~y. pla.nned. stimulation is known as 
creative art. 
This chapter has attempted. to state and justi.fy the 
problem. The following chapter will ... deal. with the research 
and related literature pertinent to the evaluation of 
reading work sheets for beginning first grade integrated 
with a creative art program. 
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CHAPTER !I 
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AND RELATED LITERATURE 
1. Reading 
Reading readiness.-- Every system of reading recognizes 
a period of preparation :for .reading.. . Therefore, work sheets 
:for beginn1ng. :first grade .would _be. in .. the readiness :field. 
In 1939, Gates, Bond and Russel11 summarizing three 
groups of pred.ict.ion studies which covered. a· period of f'i ve · 
years, made the. following statement that· 
Reading readiness. is. something. that children have 
acquired in :varying degrees.. . I-t i.s something to be 
taught and not a series of'. att.ri.butes. for the develop-
ment. of' which a teacher. can .do ... nothing but wait. 
Welshinger2 said that 
Each teacher should.be. able.to recognize the 
psychologicaL and physi.c.al i'actor.s. that bring about the 
child'.s re.adllles.s or. nnreadiness to read. 
From the.studi.es. the. :following. qualifications are 
indications oi'. reading .. .readine.s.s:-"A- ehlld can see well, 
hear· eorrectl:y, and.sp.e.ak.dis.tinct.ly. He must have 
attained a certain .ease with language and certain 
specific habits. and .. abilities ne.eded in reading - such 
as, concentrat.ion, discrimination between likenesses 
and. dif'f'er.encas. and the habit. of' f'o.llowing directions." 
i. Arthur I. Gate..s, G. L. Bond, and D. H. Russell, "Methods 
of Determining Reading Re.adineaa,n .El.emeatary School Journal 
(November, 193.9), 40: 165-l67. 
2. Della Mae.Welshinger, ttsUill!llS)!'.y.of.Reading Readiness 
Research, tt Bi.bll.ograpey .Educa.t.ional .. Administration and 
Supervi.si.on (October, ... l948), 34:372-6. · 
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Evans1 says that 
Reading. readiness i.s a stage. of'_ growth before which 
it is not economical. to. attempt to .. teach reading and 
after which there is no advantage .in postponing it • 
Scott•s2 evidence led to the conclusion that 
Reading .r.eadin.e.s.s. training .was more successful in 
preparing pupils. ~or e.ff'ect.i ve progress in reading in 
the f'irst grade .. than .. ei.ther. kindergar.ten attendance or 
no prepar.s.tory training. 
Hildreth3 said that 
There is .. considerable .. evidence that .failure to 
learn and eventual. di.sabili.ty: l.n reading can be prevent-
ed in large part. through _taking_ int.o .account the state 
of the childts. r.eadin.e.s.s . ..for .le.arning. at the beginning 
school period . .and . .making .s.uitabl.e .. provi.sion .for immature 
pupils. 
A readiness. programf'or beginners is valuable both 
on the.preventive side, as a means. o..C avoiding .failure 
.for . a subst.antial proportion of children and on the 
constructive side as defin.itepreparation .for reading_ 
activities. 
Readiness ror reading i.s only one aspect of total 
readinea.s .f.or learning in. the .full school program. 
The aim or.the readiness program is to improve the 
child's. adjustments to school s.o that he can respond 
m.OJre .favorably in_ all .the learning situations he will 
encounter in the. first sehool year. A stimulating 
environment and. well directed teaching can make this 
growth period .. highly rewarding to an immature child. 
!. Clara Evans, "Reading-readiness .for the Kindergarten," 
Element.~ English.Rev.iew (March,. 1945), pp. 143-146. 
2. Carrie M. Scott, ttAn Evaluation of' Training in Readiness 
Classe.s, n El-ementary_ School Journal .(September, 1947), 48: 
26-32 • 
3. Gertrude H. Hildreth, Bibliography "Reading Programs in 
the Early Primary Period," National. Soei.ety .for the Study 
of Education,. ReadingHin .the Elementary School, Forty-Eighth 
Yearbook,- Part 2, The Universi.ty of: Chi.cago.Press, Chicago, 
Illinois, pp. 54-92. 
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McFarland1 in 1947 using the Murphy test as a prelimi-
nary index, studiedthe relationship between learning rate, 
auditory discrimination, visual d1s.crim1nation and reading. 
The research indicated that 
Auditory and visual discrimination though not 
the sole factors are to some extent prognostic of 
success in beginning.reading.. These skills can 
apparently be improved by training. The problem 
is to provide the most affective and interesting type 
of training possible. 
Meek2 found out that 
Visual discriminationis very important in 
contributing to the succes.a. in the initial stages 
of reading. 
She made a study of those clues which aid in 
the recognition of words. Her conclusion was that 
Word perception depends to a large extent upon 
the ability to select certain characteristics of a 
word by which it .may be recogni.z.ed, the characteristics 
used to identi~ the words frequently varying with the 
situation in which the word occurs.. The ability to 
recognize words by such characteristics as length, 
general configuration, peculiar shape of a letter and 
the like depends uponthe formation of certain 
perceptual habits. 
I. Mary McFarland, Relationship of Readiness Factors to 
Success in Beginning Reading, Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1947. 
2. Lois Meek, "A Study of Learning and Retention in Young 
Children," Teachers College Contributions to Education, 
Number 164, New York, 1925 • 
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Use o.f reading-re&dineaa. w:orkbooka.or work aheeta.--
1 ~ildreth says that· 
The time soon comes when.the beginners can benefit 
from practice on point.a. needing. special emphasis or 
those giving. speci.al. di.f.fi.eult:y. The needed practice 
can be gi.ven through individual.. as.s..ignmenta with work-
books .or leaa.on aheat:s., or 1n small.. group work with the 
teacher at: the blaekboar.d. In first grade the 
techniques moat in need ef' practice will be word study, 
comprehension. o.f meaning, in silent reading, and 
practice to improve oral reading. 
Workbooks are especially use:Eul.:for developing and 
at the same time testing the.bas.ic.reading skills. 
Typically they provide material. . .for checking comprehen-
sion, drawing or coloring related illustrations, testing 
word mastery, writing-little smnmsries and doing other 
things possible .wi.th. consumable material. 
Livengood2 says that 
To go hand in hand wi.th the. teachers t manuals on 
this problem of'_ individual. reading., another creation 
has came. into .exi.stenc.e. These booka are called study 
books,. pu.pi.lt.s_ booka, .. workbooks,_ et.c. Whatever the 
variation in .title., they are .alike. in that they are 
.for the pupll.'.s .very own use at his own desk. 
Zirbes3 points out that 
A preventive of' .failure in reading is a continuous ' 
diagnostic study and check on . ..r.eading progress. Such 
a check will reveaL. the needs. as they arise. 
1. Gertrude H. Hildr.eth, op. cit., p. 83. 
2. W. w. Li.vengo.od, "Recent Trends and Research In The 
Teaching. o.f_ Reading,'·' Can.ference .. on. Reading. Classroom 
Technique In.Improving Reading (October, 1949), Number 69, 
University of' Chi.cago Press, Chicago,. Illinois. Compiled 
and edited. by William s. Gray. p. 15. 
3. Laura Zirbes, 11Characteristi.cs, Interests, and Needs of' 
Pupils that Aid in Defining. the Nature and Scope of' the 
Reading Program.;. with Special Reference to the Primary 
Grades_,tt Conference on Reading (Wm •. s. Gray, Ed.) Volume 3, 
Number 52 (October, l94l), University of' Chicago.Press, 
Chicago,. Illinois, pp. 42-46. 
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1 Durrell states that 
Some teachers find it helpful to prepare job 
sheets or assignment cards to accompany supplementary 
readers. These cards may contain sever~l kinds of 
assignments to overcome types of errors found through 
informal tests. The exercises may be·planned to give 
help in word recognition, word meaning, --- or other 
necessary skills. 
2 CUmmins states that 
Psychological experimentation has shown that 
short work periods are more effective than long ones. 
3 MacLatchy found that 
The results gave clear evidence of the value of 
repeated contacts with words. Subsequent tests showed 
also that thorough mastery of the pre-primer words was 
followed by highly satisfactory progress in reading. 
4 Gray says that 
In order to promote progress in reading the nature 
of pupil's handicaps must be clearly understood and the 
methods used must be adapted speci~ically to their 
difficulties and needs.. ·Consequently, superior results 
are usually secured through individual training. 
1. Donald D· Durrell, Improvement o~ Basic Reading Abilities, 
World Book Company, New York, 1940, p. so .. 
2., Robert A. Cummins, ttrmprovement and the Distribution of 
Practice,tt Teachers College Contributions to Education, 
Number 97, New York, 1919., · 
3., Josephine H. MacLatchy, Reading Many Pre-Primers, 
Educational Research Bulletin, (January 19, 1949), 
Volume 28, PP• 18-19. 
4. William s. Gray, nThe Language Arts-Reading, tt The 
Implications of Research for the. Classroom Teacher, Joint 
Yearbook American Educational Research Association and the 
Department of Classroom Teachers, National Education 
Association of·the United States, Washington, D.C. 
(February, 1939), PP• 128-142. 
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Hildreth1 states that 
Workbooks have many advantages for pupils in the 
primary grades.. The clear-cut instructions and the 
arrangement. of' materi.al .. make .them. almost self-teaching, 
an advantage in. increasing ... pupil se~f'-responsibility 
and in providing indi.vi.d.ual .. o.c.cupat.i.on. The children 
enjoy doing.t.he.exer.ci.ses and can see tangible results 
of' their effort. . The workbooks are an aid in training 
pupils.to settle down to a task and to concentrate 
attention.. They give practiee .. in .. skills that benefit 
from dril.l. following .. dire.ct.ions, .. reading for accurate 
meaning, improvement in visual. word discrimination, 
testing knowledge of'.the .reader vocabulary, providing 
additional practice f'or the slow learner, giving 
practice that ... combines. .. r.eading, .. writing and spelling. 
Anderson and Gates2 say that 
Teachers.. can . direct a.nC1.. guide .. learning by managing 
the amount., kind. and. distri.bu.tion of' practice. Our 
present knowledge.o.f.how.we learn tells us to use 
practice as a method . .for f'ixating.andmaking precise 
or ef'.fieient thos.e things which .. other learning 
procedures have. led.us to understand. The teacher 
can contr.o.l. learning. by. present.ing practice material 
w.b.ieh is. important. in developing the skills and 
abilitie.s whieh .. ehildren should be learning. 
Dunklin3 concludes that 
Adjusted. ins.tru.c.t.ion .. is pr.act.ical in an aver§ge 
elassroom .. situation and .. ean.prevent many reading 
failures. 
1. Gertrude H. Hildreth, ffReading. Programs. in Grades II and 
III," op. eit. , p.ll0. 
2. G. Lester Anderson and Arthur I. Gates, 11The General 
Nature of Learning," National Saei.e.ty for the study of' 
Education, Le.arning_.and-.Instruetion, .. Forty-ninth Yearbook, 
19501 Part f, University.of' Chieago.P.ress,. Chicago, Illinois, 
P• 31. 
3. Howard T. Dunklin, "The Prevention. of. Failure in First 
Grade Reading,."-· Teachers. Co~l.ege Contributions to Education, 
Number 802, New York, 1940. 
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1 Durrell and Murphy state that 
Since the. primary .object.ive. o~ teaching reading 
is the intelligent use of the abilities learned, a 
continuing progr.e.m. .. of_. e.val.u.at.ion .of reading habits 
and interests is desirable. 
2 Gates stresses that 
Early diagnosis .. and the vaJ.:ae o~ eomprehensi ve 
diagncs.tic inventories. is of the utmost importance. 
These may be admin:i.at.er.ed.at intervals by the e~assroom 
teacher. 
3 Gates also states that 
Most modern textbooks in reading are accompanied 
by workbooks which provide. sup.p!.ementary and in some 
cases.preparatoryreading.and. exercises in relation 
to the content. o~ the .. .related reader. Children enjoy 
working w:ith this._ty.pe .. ~ material and are benefited 
by it. A mistake many teachers make is in using the 
material only once when. in- .the. ease o.f most workbooks 
re-uses is pos.s.ible .. and is especially desirable with 
slow readers. 
One of _the beat me.thods_ o.f. .providing addi tiona~ 
reading is.tohave .. the.pupils.make.repeated use of the 
workbook materia1..s 1 ~t.er._ they. have been emp~oyed once 
according tothe.instructions. As a rule these re-
uses of the ma.terial.._are preceded. .. by_ a discussion in 
which, with the t eaener r s coop~ation, the plan is 
developed. 
1. Donald D. Durrell and Helen A. Murphy, "Research in 
Reading," Review of Educational Research (April, 1949), 
19:95-106. 
2. Arthur I. Gates, "Diagnosis and.Remed.i.ation in Reading," 
Elementary English Review, (April, l942), 19:286-290. _ 
3. Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of.Readtng, The Macmillan 
.Company, New York, l93o, P• 404. 
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•••• The workbook. mate.r:1.als.eontain.those pictures, 
words, . and phrases and .. onJ.y .tho.s.e • which prepare the 
pupil. to do. :the .. basal. work.. in .. the . eour se. The 
planning or dif'.:fer.ent re-us.e.s o-r. the. mat.erial is highly 
educative •... T.o.e: aot.i.vit:y provides the motivation which 
comes from. permi.t.ting. chi.ldr.:en to carry out thei.r own 
purposes. Each child. wlll.hav.e his own material to 
work with. Each. cb.il.dmay work out individual projects 
to suit his own interests. Finally, a fact of' greatest 
importance is that the .. materials are in regular book 
type and regular book sentences,. length and character. 
Thus, they provi.de experiences.identical with actual 
book reading. 
In short, the child to hold. interest needs short 
assignments of' new words, abundant. and ... varied practice, 
plenty o:f physical and.motor activity, such as, cutting, 
coloring, etc. - extensive and f'.requent review to 
compensate for poor retention. Much use may be made 
of' cutting,. coloring, and drawing, and the active 
individual. and group games. Abundance o:f practice 
exercises on the words representing abstract facts is 
especially suitable to their needs.l 
Goodrich2 states that 
The workbook is not an. absolute necessity, for it 
is possible .to do efficient scho.ol work without it. 
It is not a luxury, however, in the sense that the 
chief' reasonfor its use is. convenience or pleasure 
for it has sound educational .. values. These values are 
realized only when the workbook is well selected and 
intelligently used. Even the best workbook is no 
panacea for educational iJ.ls. It is, however, a tool 
that makes. it possible for the skilled. workman to do a 
better piece of work. 
1. Ibid., p. 4os. 
2. T. J. Goodrich, "Is the Workbook a..Necessity or a Luxury," 
Sehool ExecU-tive, (April, 1.931), 50: 359-61.. 
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Characteristics of a Good Workbook.--
1 Betts says that 
The vocabulary used in a workbook is important as 
reading grows out of experiences nth.concepts. Other 
things being equal, vocabulary development is paced by 
experiences. 
strang2 emphasizes that 
A workbook should be couched in simple language, 
each new concept explained thoroughly, the vocabulary 
and unfamiliar structural elements introduced and 
repeated at a rate that allows for mastery. 
3 McKee says that 
Integration of skills is essential in every 
exercise. If the pupll.is given a fair chance to 
learn, what he learns will stick. This can be 
accomplished through.fun.etional drill whenever possible. 
4 Clark says that 
It is essential that teaehers know materials which 
will stimulate child.r.en :to think, to anticipate the 
probable sequence o.f events, to derive meanings from 
the context, and. which will meet the needs of children 
at varying interests and abilities. The reading work-
books .that accompany the basi.c reader are designed to 
give additional practice in thoughtful interpretation, 
to inerease.powers of word recognition, and to serve 
as a diagnostic cheek on the child's progress. 
1. Emmett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, 
American Book Company, Boston, 1946. p .. 585. 
2. Ruth Strang,. :Problems. in the . Impr.ovement of Readin~, 
The Science PressPrinting Company, Lancaster, Pennsy vania, 
1938. P• 277. 
3. Paul McKee, The. Teaching of Reading, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, 1948. P• 304. 
4 .. L. Catherine Clark, The Nature and Variety of Reading 
Materials: In the Primar} Grades, Supplementary Educational 
Monographs, University o Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 
4: 138-42. (Sept ember, 1942) • 
11 
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1 Vreeland claims that 
Six items are eonsideredneeessary for a good 
workbook. They are: 
1. Tends to .foster help:tully an intimate personal 
contact between pupil and teacher. 
2. Utilizes as many as possible o.f the available 
materials andopportunities for experience. 
3. Utiliz.es completely the .findings of the 
scientific study of' the learning process. 
4. Provides 2dequately :for .maximum growth on the 
part of' all learners. 
5. Stimulates in wholesome ways, the assumption 
of' responsi.bility by the pupil .for all aspects 
of' his work. 
6. Provides e.f.feetive training in the tee.nnique 
of' self-diagnosis. 
Frequen.oies of'. Reading Skills .in Readiness Workbooks.--
2 McOs.xm states in her analysis of' reading readiness 
workbooks that 
The outstanding it.em. is likenesses and di.f.ferences 
with a total o.f 152. pages. In the study of' the .four 
important topi.es of readingzoeadiness, Visual Discrim-
ination shows greater :frequency. 
l. Wendell vreeland, "A Good Workbook :from the Teacher t s 
Point of View,« Nationts Schools, (July, 1936), 18: 36-37. 
. -
2. Elizabeth A. McCann, .An Analysi.s .o..f .. Reading Readiness 
Workbooks, Unpublished .. Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1949" p.· 45. 
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2. Art 
Crea.ti ve Art.--
The PrimaryManual1 states that·-
Creative expression is the out.ward expression o:f 
inner emotion. The longing ~o.r .. it is inherent in 
everyone, and to children. it .. is as natural as speaking. 
The child creates oy reliving.: a.nd com.bi.n:ing experiences~ 
memories,. and the products o:f his imagination. 
Enrichment o:f experience is, therefore, the first step 
in developing. creative expression.. The child must 
have something to feel before he. can release inward 
emotions. 
2 Meier says that 
Research :findings of value to the classroom · 
teachers of' art ar.e. characteriz.ed by their scarcity, 
particularly those .arrived .. at. through carefUl., 
experimental or· __ o.bservational control. 
What . .is creative. expressi.on? Individual 
expressionwouldprobably.be.a betterterm since there 
is implied. the. creation in .. an. individual manner from 
one.t s background .o~-- exp.erience. a more or less original 
product.'ion •... The sugge.sti.on for. the production may 
come. from. any. dire.c.t experi.ence o.r from material of' 
any culture. 
The belie.f that any childif' left alone will 
create, lacks. subs.tantiation.,. . .although almost any child 
between the .. age.s o:f five and nine. may create occasional 
products.which.have someoriginalit:y.:, humor, vitality 
and other subj.ec.tively admired. traits. Children at 
these age.s. will..r.espond .to. compet.en.t. guidance and in 
individual. casas. vdll .. show. surprising gains. 
1. The- Cinciririati. .Eublic .. Sehools, The. Primary Manual, 
curriculum Bulletin 95, Cincinnati, Ohio, 194'7, p. 44. 
~ 2. Norman c. Meier, "The Appreciational Arts, n Art The 
Implications. o~Research f'o.r the Classroom Teacher, Joint 
Yearbook American. Edueationai Research As.sociation and the 
Department. o.f.Classro.om .. Teacher.s,. National Education 
Association .of' the U.ri.ited States,. Washington, D.C. 
(February, 1939), pp. 249-253. 
l3 
Nothing, however, is created except from the 
experience of the person, real or vicarious. Children 
vary greatly in the richness, variety; and clarity of 
their experience; hence there will- be variation in the 
readiness. and.i'acility with which expression becomes 
possible. 
Lowenfeld1 indicated that 
The child's general growth and his creative 
development are reciprocally bound. together and that 
mental and emotional .. growth can only be understood and 
appreciated if the general causal interdependence 
between growth and artistic creation is understood. 
He also developed amethod.for art instruction which 
is based uponthe psychologicalrelationships which 
exist between the creation and the creator and which 
notes_ the differences in thes1e relationships at the 
different age levels. 
Friedrich Froebel2 said that 
Drawing offers the child the full connection 
between the inner and the ou.ter so. far as the eye is 
concerned. Here the child.gives visible expression 
to his ideas. Here he feels the __ full delight of 
creating as it were whatever h:Ls.fancy dictates. 
This accounts. for the evident eagerness with which he 
returns, again and again, t.o slat. e._ and pencil and for 
the satisfaction with which he lingers with them. 
He also_ says that_ the arti.sts' character lives and 
breathes wholly. inh:Ls work, even in its least and 
smallest parts,- in every line, and in the very mode 
of their .. eonnect.:Lon.a. This sp:Lri.t or eharacter whose 
lofty nature and aspirations __ the artist knows in his 
own being fills him with the hope that it will keep 
·his work of art, that it will bring his work to human 
beings, who .. will.reeeive the created spirit in their 
own lives and will develop and eultivate it there. 
1. Vietor Lowenfeld, Creative and.Mental Growth, The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1947, P• 304. 
2. Friedrieh.Froebel, .The Education of' Man, D. Appleton 
and Company, New York, 1892, P• 80. 
1 Schaefer-Simmern reported that 
He stressed the primary importance of the creative 
process and. developed a method of teaching which is 
designed to enc.oura.ge . the na.t.ural. cul ti vat ion of 
growingmental powers as they operate simultaneously 
and interfunctionally within the process of artistic 
activity. As an individual grows in ttvisual 
conceivingtt ability. the work he can master also grows 
organically through various stages .f.rom simple to :more 
complex organizations. of' . .form. Underlying the 
procedure just. described is the principle of natural 
growth. 
Whitford, Meier, and Moore2 state that 
Creative expression in. the arts continues to 
receive attention in the new curriculum, but with 
growing emphasis upon the signi..ficance of the creative 
eff'ort and its attendant educational value. The life 
need, or social. objective, sho.ws a steadily growing 
acceptance a.l.ong.witha modified curriculum to in-
corporate this trend. of art education. Integration 
of art with social studies or other aetivity programs 
is making ex.ceptional..headway.in the schools. 
Lowenfeld3 says that 
Creative expressionis as differentiated as are 
individuals.. This is as clearly evident in the minds 
of artists as it is in the minds of educators and 
psychologi.sts.. However, the child's creative 
expression.during.speci.fie stages.in his mental and 
emotional growth can .. only be understood and appreciated 
if the general. causaL.in.terdependence between creation 
and growth is understood. 
1. Henry Schae.fer-Simmern, The Unfolding o:f Artistic 
Activity: Its Basie Processes and Implications, University 
of California Press, .. Berkeley, 1948, p .. 201. 
2. William G. Whitf'ord,.Normanc. Meier, .and Joseph E. Moore, 
ttArttt, Review o.f EducationalResearch (December, 1937), 
7: 464-44. 
3. Vietor Lowenfel.d, op. eit., p .. 304. 
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If children developed without any interference 
from the outside world, no special. stimulation for 
their creative work would be necessary. Every child 
would use his-deeply rooted creative impulse without 
inhibition, confident in his own kind of expression. 
Boylston1 states that 
All art should. be creative and ahould result from 
some dynamic experience of the child; and in the 
child' a world so much is unexplored and fascinating 
that the teacher who is alert can find any number of 
everyday happenings to motivate spontaneous expression 
through art. 
Creative expression is the natural heritage of 
the young child. It is necessary to his development 
as a well-rounded individual. It satisfied an inner 
longing to produce- to share.ones• thoughts and dreams 
with others, and to bring.again into being the happier 
experiences of life. 
Hollway2 states that 
Creative art results from a state of mind in 
which nothing-is impossible, uninteresting or unlovely. 
It is a free realm where the creator is onmipotent. A 
child engaged lli art work is a self'-su.fficient entity, 
for in the pleasure of' his work he will forget the 
very existence of' others. 
The small child is perhaps the only true creative 
artist .for he works with a singleness o.f purpose that 
demands his utmost concentration to evolve what is to 
him a momentous .experi.ence intimately identi.fied with 
himself'. 
1. Elsie Reid .Boylston, "The-Mushroom Comes to School,n 
School Arts (April, 1950), 49: 285. 
2. Miriam Hollway, trA Philosophy of' Art Education for 
the Classroom Teacher," American ChildhO>od- .(September, 1948), 
34:. 10-11. 
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Reason .for Creative A.rt.--
Giddings1 claims that 
creative abilltiesare present in all growing 
children. according .to .nati.ve tendencies and previous 
experience.. . These .abili.t.ies when continuously 
exercised in bet.te.r and. bet.ter ways lead to strengthen-
ing of ehildr.ent s powers and. accompanying satisfactions 
which wi.ll.f'unct.i.on in the control of later experiences. 
By these experi..enees childran. . ..li..v.e their lives to the 
fullest. 
A child's ab.il.i.ty .. to.handle.blocks, paint brushes, 
pencils .and words grows. as .. he cont.i.nues to use them 
success .fully. in. ereati ve experience. 
Hazel2 states that 
The art program. is. not a thing apart, but an 
integral. part. o:f .every-day learning$ It adds color, 
interest and excitement. to th.e_.ord.inary processes of 
learning. 
Enjoyment, enthusia.sm.and.creative work are a 
test of' a successful art activity. 
Boylston.3 says that 
The double .function .of .. ar.t in the elementary 
school is for self' expression and.as a means of self 
adjustment.. The author de.fines.. se1f expression as 
the appropriate mo.de .. o.f e:x:.pre.ss.i.on. according to the 
age level. .o.f .the. child.... If the child expresses 
himself according to bis .. own.. le:.vel, he becomes 
encouraged. in hi..s. own independent thinking. 
1. Frances Giddings, "Creative Abilities of Children, 11 
.Childhood Education (February" 1.934), 10:. 25-253, p.253. 
2: Irene Hazel, "A Trip. to. the .. Fi.re Station," American 
Childhood (May, 1950), 35: 8=9, P• 9. 
3. Elsie Reid Boylston, .op. cit., p. 285 
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Hubbard1 claims that 
The important thing· i.s. that all persons should 
have opportunity for manipulation as a creative 
release~ Experiencing. through. ar.t is. meaningful and 
providesdesirable satisfactions for. adult and child 
alike~ Sel.f'-realizat.ion is achieved when one has 
opportunities to work with materials and create 
objects~ For the. very young, . .sheer manipulating 
brings joy no matter how crude the resultse Later, 
to achieve.and to be able to. say "I made it," holds 
unlimited .pos.s.i.bilities ...for .the unfolding of. self-hood. 
Welling2 states that 
The art process.is .one which.thrives on direct 
experienc.es which stimulate the feelings and cause the 
doer to be inq.ui.sitive,. to relate, to interpret, to 
think, and to express .himse1.~ s.o .. that others can see 
and in turn be inqui.s.i.tive and expressive. 
Bonser3 in his art creed said that 
All progress in art .lies in the .expression of the 
experiences, the hopes,. the ideals., . and the aspirations 
of our own environment, of our .. own. times, and ef our 
own lives. The past. is studi.ed to refine and 
stimulate creative .. e:t:fort, :t:or .. the. expression of the 
J.ife of the present not t.o. become. a. substitute for it • 
. A 4 yer says that 
Spontaneou.sd.rawing.serves as a definite form of 
expression. to reveal.many. conditions of the child's 
mental J.ife .. and. development .. which are otherwise 
inaccessible. 
1. Marcella.We Hubbard,. "Understanding Through Art," 
Chj]dhood. Educatinn .. (March, .. 1949), 25: 305-7, p~305. 
2. Jane B. We11.1ng, .. 1!Children..Make out-~ II Childhood Education 
(March, 1949), 25: 299-301. 
3. Frederick G. :Bonser,. "Art. Creed,n . creative Expression 
E• M. Hal.e and Company, Eau Claire, .Wisconsin, 1939. 
4. Fred c. Ayer, The Psychology of Drawing, Warwick and 
York, Baltimore, 1§16,· P• 59. 
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Banksl says that 
We in the el.ement.ar.y school.. are not concerned 
with making pro-fessional. .ar.tist.s no-r· even with 
attaining technique .as an end.... Art should serve as 
an outlet. or means .o.f_ .expr.es.sion (.in form, line and 
color) for the child•.s. own ideas,. imagination, thoughts 
and emotions about hi.s own experiences within his 
world. The elementary.schoo.l . .re:..cognizes the child's 
pers0nalitynever as static or fixed, but as ever-
changing, dynamic and .. o.f .. varied. interests; and regards 
the child as a. l.iv.ing, breathing. organism unlike any 
other child .. and. never twice the same .. 
Art activities u.s.ed .. in. ... the .. elementary school 
should be a part. of' tho.s.e exper.ienc.es which develop 
for the ehil.d.rieher llving .. .and .. a .. whol.e.some personality. 
The development: of. the whole .. child .is. our most important 
mission; there.fore art. shoul.d. .. never .be. thought of', en 
the· element:ary school. .l.e.vel,. as .. a .. subject to be taught 
separately of' other school .activities.. Art should be 
used as a.means f'ordevelopingthe.potentialities of' 
the individual and .. t.o . guide. that_ individual in m~king 
maximum contribution t.o society. Only through 
correlating art with other activit.i.es.concerned in the 
persistent si.tuations o:f every day: living can art in 
the elementary .school reach. its fullest J)urpose. The 
value o.f' .thi.s correlation of .art. with the whole school 
program lies in the fac.t that .. chUd.ren, through 
expressing inmany.varied.w.ay.s their. many interesting 
experiences, get a sense of .. the factors of balance, 
rhythm and .harmony ... the ideal. char.ac.teristics of art -
.as. insepara.bl.e in.finite.neces.s.ary . .fac.t..ors involved in 
da,il.y life situations., .rather than that. art is something 
to.be set aside. · 
Heyma.n2 - says that 
It is the process, the recording.of the experience, 
not. the resul.t.an.t .. prod.uct., that. is important. 
1. Louise :sanks, 11Art in the. Elementary School- Its Scope 
and. Purpo.se, " .. Am.eri.can Chi.l.dhoo.d (April., .1.950), 35: 16-19. 
~ 
2. Carolyn w. Heyman, llNaw .... Sehoo.l Has. Begun," American 
Chil.dho.od (.October, 1949), 35: 1.5,. 
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Winslow1 reports that 
The present ti>end in. art education is toward 
providing an area of the .. curriculum which will help 
boys and girls to adjust thems.elves to their environ-
ment through motivating.tb.eir. interests and through 
enabling them to clarif'y and organize their thinking. 
Hatch2 says that 
The art program is a strengthening factor in 
gbservation when (1) it gives opportunity :for 
remembering things seen .. and :f.elt, as in creative and 
imaginative painting; (2} it provides a motivation for 
further observation, as when a. child feels the need of 
verifying his own concepts; (3) it provides as models 
objects that may not only be looked at but felt and 
handled freely. 
Another thingthat art is rightly expected to do 
:for the child is to develop.his talents and interests • 
.Among the valuable .character traits that the art 
lesson may stress are honesty and.honor. It is not 
honest :for the child to copy a picture from a book or 
from a classmate's work. It is not honest :for a 
teacher to work on a chUdts.painting and let him take 
credit for it.. Art is definitely a subject that 
contributes. to the well-being .an<i t.o the development 
of the whole child. 
Dunser3 states that 
Children are using initiative and imagination, 
are developing .self. confidence and ironing out 
maladjustments through the art work. 
1. Leon L. Winslowli 11Economic.Eff'iei.ency .and the Art 
Education Program, 1 School Arts (January, 1950), 49: 146-9. 
- -
2. Edna M. Hatch, ttArt the Curriculum. and the Child;" 
School Arts (May, 1948), 47: 303-304. -
I - It ( ) 3. Anna Danser, 1 ChildArtToday, School Arts May, 1947, 
46: 293-6. 
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Each stroke of the brush expresses the feeling of 
the creator of that stroke. Lines are drawn to say 
something from within. Lines and brush strokes are 
as sensitive as the modulations of the voice. 
The personality development is a part of the 
child•s art training that results in good taste. The 
unusual idea expressed in an organized way can be 
enjoyed whether you call it developing good taste or 
developing a good citizen. 
1 Poharnok says that 
The child draws in order to give manifest form 
to some experience, the type and kind of which is not 
clear to him; something uncertain gains solid form in 
the drawing. 
For the sake of healthy mental development they 
must, by all means, be encouraged to draw pictures; 
whatever the final product be, it has its great 
educational value for the child. 
Art, as the grapbic means of expression, is the 
most spontaneous form. 
We want to introduce them Ito culture and into 
becoming an intelligent cultured public. Therefore, 
the emphasis must not be put on technique or on the 
manual side but on imagination, on the conception and 
formulation of the experience. We must aim at clear 
perception, at visual consciousness and judgment, to 
formulate visual opinion, and to see intelligently. 
2 Landis reports that 
Meaningful art education is concerned with 
immediate as well as broad purpose, and with the unity 
of means and end. It allows the individual sufficient 
freedom for emotion and.reflection. These factors 
accompanied by ever widening experience may enable the 
individual to develop a sense of values essential to 
art and living. 
1. Zoltan I. Poharnok, "Art in the Kindergarten and the 
Lower grad.es,n School Arts (April, 1950)., 49: 258-61. 
2. Mildred M. Landis, Meaningful Art Education, Charles A. 
Bennett Company, Inc., Peoria, Illinois, l951, P• 27. 
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The absence1 of recognizable objects in a painting 
does not necessarily imply that expressive meaning is 
lacking. Abstract or non-object.ive· painting may have 
the expressive beauty of meaning .. 
Meaningful2 art education distinguishes between 
non-esthetic qualities and e.sthetic qualities. It 
does not deny the individual the right to enjoy the 
former, but it attempts to guidethe individual to the 
understanding and enjoyment. of essentially esthetic 
qualities, namely, beauty of material, beauty of form, 
and beauty of meaning and. unity of these. The under-
standing of these requires the development of empathic, 
or more adequate seeing and intuition. 
Art creativity3 has the advantage over other 
kinds of work in that the 0workertt may always view his 
handiwork as a whole. The motivation, the doing, the 
product, and the purpose may .form an experience and as 
such be a value for the individual. 
Ih art expression4 as in other areas of learning, 
readiness for more advanced stages of learning is 
necessary before such learning can take place. 
Art education5 in its concern with unity of 
material, form, and content, its concern with developing 
an adequate seeing, imagination, and intuition, is one 
means of conveying to the child an. idea of a rtlogico-
meaningful unity. 11 Through the use of art materials 
school children may g;t>asp the meaning of unity. 
Trained to express in art materials.their unified and 
meaningful reactions to the.world about them, young 
children are given a com:mm:n. care o.f understanding which 
unites them in that it provides them with a means of 
commmnication and appreciation. With art materials 
"unity" can be "diagrammed", as it were. 
Ibid.·, P• 44. 4. Ibid., P• 106. 
-
Ibid., PP• 51, 52. 5. ~., P• 81. 
Ibid., P• 66. 
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In order to stimulate meaningful art creativity1 
it is important (1) that the chUdb.ave something to 
express~ (2.) that the child be made aware o:f the 
possibility o:f expressing hi.s ideas. and :feelings in 
art materials~ and (3) that. he be helped to understand, 
enjoy, and appreciate the materials, organization, 
and the meaning of his work and the work o:f others. 
The teacher's place in .the creative art program..--
2 Cole says that 
A good picture is like a birth. It unfolds and 
is not forced. A teacher can't :force fine painting 
down childrent s tbroat.s. She must be content to open 
them up by getting and holding.thej.r.liking and respect. 
Good chil.drents painting comas as a resul.t of' a rapport 
established and the feeling.that the teacher has faith 
that they can do it. 
The teacher should .remember that the growing 
process is more important. than the end product .... the 
chil.d more ~portant than the picture. 
Shuey3 states that 
When the ehil.d is at the painting easel in the 
yard, the teacher may show him how to wipe his brush 
or tack up the paper. She does not, however, tell 
him how to paint a. tree . o.r a house. . She does not 
tel.l. him what t.o paint, nor does she ask him to name 
what he has painted. When he wants to tell. about his 
picture she listena.attentivel.y. In no line of 
construction does she hint that he must make something. 
She realizes that manipul.at.ion and experimentation may 
be sufficient and that by "raising the level" o:f what 
he does she may be robbing .. him o:f a sense o:f.having 
achieved. She never lets. him know that his way is 
not worthy. 
1. Ibid., P• 108 
2. Natal.ie Robinson Cole, The Arts in the Cl.assroom, 
The John Day Company, New York, 1940.pp. 8~23. 
3. Betty Shuey, ttsocial Living.in School," Mental. Health 
In the Classroom, Thirteenth Yearbook, Department of 
Supervisors and Directors of Instruction, National. Education 
Association, 1201 16th Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C. 
1940, Chapter VI!, P• 116. . 
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1 Brainard reports that 
Neither u.nstinted.praise nor license is advocated 
but only intelligent. handling. and wide boundaries in 
selection of subject medium. .and .. t.eobnique. Try to judge eaeh chlldts·work·bywhat he is· attempting to 
say and by his own degree of maturity.. Make him feel 
ths.t·his efforts areunderstoodand are worthy of 
consideration.. If.what you see would be difficult 
for others to understand, point up that. obscure quality 
by naming the pieture or by a short label. 
It is not a teacher's province to force anyone to 
be an artist (if that were possible), but it is her 
privilege to help all. who. come her.way to develop the 
best that is in them. 
Winslow2 claims that 
It is for the teacher to guide the building up 
of an emotionally-eharged.background.of experience, 
vicarious as well as real~,. out or.. which release and 
expression may be·_ expect.ed. to grow.. What counts for 
mmst is that. the .experience. be challenging, not that 
it be either vicarious or real. . There :rp.ust come about 
an inner urge for fulfillment and sati.sfaction on the 
part of the child, otherwise .. the.result.will be neither 
creative nor art, but merely .perf'unct.ory activity and 
a waste of time. that. might .. better be expended in other 
areas. 
3 Preston concludes that 
If you would have vital art expressions in your 
classroom keep your .eyes and ears open and discover 
what the exciting experiences of .. yGur pupils are. 
Then give them an.opportunity to express them. Art 
is a natural language and for .the young child it is 
mainly an expression of vivid experiences and concepts. 
1 • .Am:y'. Gamble Brainard, 11Do Your Standards Free or Bind?u 
School Arts, (March, 1950), 49: 252. 
2. Leon L. Winslow, "Activating the Art Education Program," 
School Arts, (June, 1948), 47: 338-41, P• 340. 
3. Ella.E. Preston, "Vital Childhood-Art Is Based on Vivid 
Experience," American Childhood,. (Nov..embe.r, 1949), 35:. 4-5. 
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It is one of the beauties of the flexible program in 
the modern school that the fresh experiences of 
children can be set down while they are still vital, 
living experiences. If the experience is vital and 
vivid the pupils will have the urge to use the 
language of brush and crayon in reporting it. Interest 
promotes observation which in turn enlarges concept. 
l Smedley says that 
It is through the channels of art and the feeling 
that art gives, that much early understanding and 
growth is made in young children. The responsibility 
of the teacher is to guide the young artist toward the 
correct concepts which can be detected by way of the 
child's art products as the child puts on paper or 
clay that which he knows. Then, to understand and 
build comfortable concepts through art, some unanimity 
of thought should prevail with older persons who guide 
the child through the early developmental period of 
his life. 
The teacher should realize that while the creative 
experiences are underway there is a far greater avenue 
of pleasurable happenings going on within the child 
than one is prone to believe. If these happenings 
are guided toward keener knowledge, then the teaching 
process is more meaningful. 
We find many individual differences in art notions 
because of the many patterns of experiences. 
2 Winslow states that 
The successful teacher is more concerned with the 
development of children than with the production of 
exhibition pieces. The teacher must also remember 
that the child's artistic creations are interpretations 
of the pupils' experiences rather than likenesses of 
objects. 
1. Delbert w. Smedley, "Understanding Through Art," 
School Arts, (April, 1950), 49:. 262-4. 
2. Leon L. Winslow, "Recognition of Art As An Interest Area 
In Elementary Schools," The Elementary School Journal, 
The University of Chicago Press, (April, l951), P• 436-439. 
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1 Dre Ziegf'ield points out that 
We should give help whenever it is needed as it 
frequently is. If' a student is experiencing dif'f'i-
culty it is generally because he does not have clearly 
in mind what to do or how to proceed. The teacher• s 
duty is then to help him to. clari:f'y his thinking by 
discussing the problem with him probably off'ering 
alternate sugge..stion5 on ho.w to achieve his aim. Once 
the student's thinking is . clarif'ied .. he. can proceed with 
assurance. The result will be his and the growth 
achieved in producing it will. he his own. It will be 
truly expressive and, therefore, a work of art. 
2 Randall reports that 
Educators ~ve come to rea.liz.e. that mental blocks 
can be established in children.byadults who impose 
prof'essional standards on them.and.that these barriers 
will continue to retard emot.iona.l .. expression throughout 
adulthood.. Therefore, it is emphasized that no art 
problem seems to be beyond a child's ef.f'orts if' he is 
given unhampered opportunities and guidance. An 
educator's role becomes that o~sympathetic understand-
ing in this process. The teacher . .should then guide 
a child in the understanding .and:. adaptation of' the 
materi.als in. relat.ion to the obj.ect. of' cra.f't or art 
that the ehild desires to produce • 
• • • • Everyteacher should ass.ure the children they 
are all dif'ferent and that these. ind.i.vidual differences 
in their work are desirable assets rather than 
liabilities. 
The world can be so new and exciting to the 
element.ary school. chlld,. he will. have a wealth of 
subject matter in his daily exper.i.enc.es.. Every child 
must have the satisf'ac.tion or recognition. 
1 •. Edwin Ziegf'ield, "The Art Educator, Curriculum and 
IJ;Ieaching," Educator's Report on Art Education, Related Art 
Service, ( Oct.ober, . 1947), 5: 4-7. 
2. A. w. Randall, "Educational Trends. in the . .Arts, tt School 
LUe, (April, 1950), 32:. 99-100. 
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When the potential. art abilities of children are 
released naturally, free of the adu~t, standards that 
are stultifying to children,_true creative work will 
develop. 
They will have servedwell if children become 
interested in one. or all of the art fields and if they 
enjoy participatingin them whether they attain 
perfection or not. 
The United Nations Educational Scientific and 
Cultural Organization has employed every means of 
communication in endeavoring to.overcome world 
prejudices. They have looked. to the arts as one of 
the mmst important means of surmounting world mis-
understanding and in building and teaching the 
foundations of democracy. 
First Grade Art Principles.--
Boylston1 states that 
The child should:have.access to a wide variety 
of media. In order to develop the big muscles, large 
free work is encouraged. 
Even in the first grade,. art principles can be 
introduced very simply and in a way that the children 
can understand thenm1. They like _to_ know why their 
drawings are thought worthwhile. _ It gives them a 
feeling of security; therefore, in class discussion 
a!'ter a lesson, attention may be called to certain 
qualities achieved, filling the space pleasingly, 
using contrast and repetition of color, showing action 
and adventure, and having rhythm, vigorous execution, 
good color eombinat.ions, .. and. balance and design,. 
Dunser2 claims that 
Improving the art work comes through more 
experience and judging pictures as.tofilling the page, 
connecting parts of the picture, making important 
things large. It has nothing to do with more accurate 
drawing. 
1. Elsie Reid Boylston, 11Child Art In The Primary Grades," 
School Arts, (December, 1948), 48: 118=119. 
2. Anna Dunser, op. cit., p. 293. 
3. Art and Reading 
Integration o~ Art and Reading.--
1 Hellway reports·· that 
For reading readiness programs and~or the early 
experience reading-- nothing can .. be more effectively 
used than the_ work of the child_ himself, for what 
child would not. prefer. the. grand .tiger and little Black 
Sambo of the_ painting, _to the small .book illustration? 
2 Millman states that 
In addition to storytelling and dramatization, 
we use many of the art media - drawing, coloring, 
painting, modeling, and others. After the children 
have an experience, they often tell about it through 
making pictures. 
3 Langsner informs us that 
Art education is not something to-be added to 
the curriculum. It is one of the major integrating 
forces in the educational experience of our school 
children. If we make the art class activities a 
means of expressing interests.that have been aroused 
by the subject classe.s or by his home life, then the 
art becomes a useful integrating force in the whole 
course of study. 
1. Miriam :lii!Iway, "Early Expressiveness-Through-Easel 
Painting,n School Arts, (April, 1950), 49: 268-9 1 p. 269. 
2 .. 
P• 46. 
3 .. Marian s. Langsner, "The Art Class As An Integrating 
Force," School Arts, 46; 234-235. 
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1 Dunser claims that 
Art and reading complement each other like bread 
and butter. Neither would be a satisfactory diet 
alone. Impression and .expression (reading and art) 
are the educational diet that nourishes the child 
mentally. The teaching of reading is not merely 
drilling for mechanical.skill. Within every sentence 
that the child reads is.the content or substance which 
makes the process o~ learning interesting and tolerable. 
From the very first lesson the child is gathering 
information from the printed page and this is the 
ultimate goal. The child who reads may or may not 
retain the substance·of.what he reads. Some children 
retain information :for a short time, but if it is of 
no use to them, they will soon forget it. 
If the pupil.isreadingto get information for a 
definite purpose, he will get it more easily and 
retain it longer. To .what use can a child put the 
impressi.ons he accumulat.es. during ... the. day from songs, 
stories, or poems? He may use his. impression as a 
spring board for something fanciful or ima.ginati ve. 
This creative side of education is sometimes 
neglected. Every up-to-date teacher knows that she 
is not through when she has giv.en ini'ormation only with 
no opportunit.y for making· use of the things learned. 
The alert teacner willprovide different kinds of 
material with which the children can work and play. 
Crayon is a handy medium, for the crayons are 
always ready, are easy to handle, and easy to put away I 
when no longer needed. I 
Before children can make their pi.ctures., they have IJ 
to see the happenings clearly· in their minds. Merely it 
reading the words is ·not enough,. they have to know the I 
meaning of the words. The art lesson becomes an . 1
1 incentive for better reading. When the pictures are 1 
completed, the teacher learns that no two children 
visualize the ideas .in the same.way. The persQnality 
o:f the child is stam.ped.upon.his production. 
1. Anna Dunser, "Art and Reading," American Childhood, 
(February, 1949), 34: 4-7. 
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In every school1 every day there are opportunities 
for the children to make stories come alive. The 
painting or construction work should be done at the 
·psychologically. cor.r.eot time when the children are 
most interested and just bursting to do something 
with the new things they have learned. 
The big caution remains - do not accept any 
copies from books or from other sources. The 
children are working out things for themselves. 
It sometimes means _a struggle, but by struggling for 
the expression they want, they grow stronger in 
independent thinking and in accepting responsibility. 
The reaearch and related literature in this chapter 
indicates that: 
1. Reading readiness is a necessary part of any 
reading system. 
2. Children have reading readiness in varying degrees. 
3. Reading readiness can be taught. 
4. Workbooks and work sheets can be used to correct 
and strengthen necessary reading skills. 
5. All art should be creative and should result from 
some dynamic experience of the child. 
6. Enrichment of experience is the first step in 
developing. creative expression. 
7. The double function of art in the elementary 
school is for self expression and as a means of 
self adjustment. 
1. Ibid., P• 7 
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8. The 'teacher's place in the creative art program 
is one of sympathetic understanding and guidance. 
9. Art principles can be introduced simply even at 
the first grade level. 
10. Art education i.s one of the major integrating 
forces in the educational experience of our 
school children. 
This chapter has given pertinent research and related 
literature to the informal evaluation of beginning first 
grade reading work sheets. The following chapter will 
deal with the plan and procedure of the study • 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN AND PROCEDURE OF TEE STUDY 
l. The Beginning 
How it started.-- In 1947, the art department claimed 
that the present reading work sheets were in direct dis-
agreement with the principles of a creative art program. 
Meetings were held with the art supervisor, the reading 
consultant, the three principals of the six elementary 
schools, and the first grade teachers in attendance. 
Work sheets were brought and discussed as to what could 
be done to make them conform more nearly to the objectives 
of the creative art program. As ·a result of these 
meetings, the superintendent asked. the first grade teachers 
to experiment with work sheets that would not inhibit the 
child's creative tendencies in art. 
During the period between 1947 and the beginning of 
1952, about one hundred work sheets have been collected, 
given voluntarily by first grade teachers in the system. 
Many of the ideas .were duplicated and many were out of the 
readiness field. Others were combined to make a better 
work sheet. Thirty of the work sheets have been selected 
after having been evaluated by the following method to 
appear in this study. 
The term work sheet, in this study, means seat work, 
job sheet, or a page from a reading readiness workbook. 
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The words and experiences1 used in the thirty work 
sheets are from a combined l~st of words and experiences 
made from the words and experiences in the five readiness 
workbooks now in use. The words chosen are those repeated 
in the preprimers. 
2. The Plan 
The plan.-- The purpose of this study was to try to 
evaluate reading work sheets for beginning first grade and 
to attempt to adapt the present readiness workbooks so that 
they would satisf'y the major objectives of both the reading 
and art curriculum in the school system. 
To achieve this goal, the thirty work sheets were 
checked with the purpos.es of the present reading readiness 
books and with the art principle.s desired to be developed 
in first grade, combinedwith the art supervisor's 
eriticism. 2 
Five readiness books are in use in the six elementary 
schools. The following list gives the names of the 
readiness books along with their purposes. 
1. Getting Ready, Paul McKee and M. Lucile Harrison, 
Reading for Meaning, Roughton Mifflin Company, 
Boston, 1949. 
PuJ?pose - The workbook is devoted exclusively to the 
1. Appendix B, PP• 58-59. 
2. Appendix A, PP• 55-57. 
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·• 
development o~ speci~ic skills which children must use when 
they begin to read. 
2. Take 0~~~ Carolyn M. Welch, Betts Basic Readers, 
American Book Company, Boston, 1948. 
Purposes -
1. To identi:fy pupils.in need o~ a reading readiness 
program. 
2. To provide the basis ~or an enriched program o~ 
reading readiness. 
3. Be~ore We Read, William s. Gray, Marion Monroe, 
and Lillian Gray, The Basic Readers, Scott, Foresman 
and Company, New York, 1941. 
Purposes -
1. The reading activities attempt to develop those 
abilities which prepare pupils to recognize the meaning 
of the printed symbols. ~ound. in. early reading materials. 
2. They develop and improve certain abilities that 
are necessary in recognizing and. remembering the printed 
symbols ~ound in reading materials. 
3. They cultivate the attitudes and .habits necessary 
in learning to read. 
4. The diagnostic values are the securing of a valid 
picture of a pupils' abilities and needs. 
4. Here We Go, Emmett A. Betts and Mabel O'Donnell, 
The Alice and Jerry Books, Row, Peterson and 
Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1947. 
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Purposes -
1. To provide the teacher with a systematic program 
by means of which she may acquire an understanding of 
certain developmental needs of children who may or may not 
be generally ready for trbook-type 11 reading activities. 
2~ To provide the teacher with certain core specifics 
for a program of systematic guidance in terms of individual 
strengths and weaknesses. 
5. Getting Ready To Read, Delia E. Kibbie, Editor 
Revised by Margaret Madden and Imogene Salter, 
Mother Hubbard's Seatwork Cupboard, Reading Shelf 
A, E. M. Hale and Company, Eau Claire, Wisconsin, 
1943. 
Purpose - To aid in building meaningful concepts, 
ability to see likenesses and differences, training in 
observation and self expression. 
By combining these objectives, the following purposes 
were formulated to evaluate the work sheets: 
1. To aid in building meaningful concepts, ability to 
see liknesses and differences, training in observation and 
self expression. 
2. To provide the teacher with certain core specifics 
for a program of systematic guidance in terms of individual 
strengths and weaknesses. 
3. To provide the basis for an enriched program of 
reading readiness. 
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Art principles.-- The primary purpose in art education 
is to guide a child to develop a sensitivity to aesthetic 
individual and social qualities. Very simply, aesthetic 
qualities may be stated as "Beauty of Material or Matter," 
ttBeauty of Design or Form, '' and ttBeauty of Meaning or 
1 Content." very elementary terms are used to help to 
develop some of these understandings. The children are 
told: 
1. Make things large. 
2. Make it fit the page. 
3. Start up high on the paper. 
4. Fill the page. 
5. Use light and dark, bright _and dull, rough and 
smooth colors. 
These art principles are introducedwith the motivation 
and again during the evaluation when the child's picture is 
being shown to the class. 
The work sheets and.workbooks are checked keeping the 
2 
art supervisor's criticism in mind. Four points have been 
noted: 
1. Pictures must be interesting and varied (not 
symbolic and over simpli.fied geom~tric type). 
2. No coloring in of squares, circles or pictures. 
I. Mildred Landis, Op. cit., pp. 151-152 
2. Appendix A, PP• 55-57. 
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3. Tracing of numbers and letters rather than animals 
or flowers. 
4. Adequate space for the child to make his own picture. 
Check list.-- The following check list was made to 
evaluate the work sheet: 
1. Purposes - Do they fulfill their purpose? 
2. Directions - Do they limit the child by asking him 
to "color in" or "make six more of these" or It to fill in11 ? 
3. Individual differences - Do they provide for 
individual differences? 
4. Good pictures - Do they have interesting pictures 
rather than symbolic or over simplified geometric forms? 
5. Adequate space - Do they have a space large enough 
for the child to draw a good picture? 
3. The Procedure 
The procedure.-- One hundred work sheets were collected, 
given voluntarily by first grade teachers in the system. 
1 Thirty of these are offered in this st.udy after having been 
evaluated according to the check list above. 
1. Purposes - Ten types of visual activities were 
listed in the five reading readiness books now in use to 
- -
fulfill the purposes. Three types of' work sheets are 
given for each of' the visual activities. 
1. Appendix c, PP• 60-108. 
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1. Improving ability to detect quickly likenesses and 
1 differences in letters and word forms. 
2. Improving memory. 2 
3. Improving the coordination of eye and hand. 3 
4. Developing the habit of moving the eyes from left 
to right in recognizing words or in reading lines. 4 
5. Developing color discrimination. 5 
6. Providing experiences in noting details. 6 
7. Providing experiences which will develop 
eoncentration.7 
a .. Providing experiences which will give some of the 
pupils an opportunity to associate meaning with symbols 
and to discriminate between word forms .. a 
9. Providing experiences whiehwilJ. measure growth 
in power to associate ideas and see relationships and 
belonginess.9 o 
10. Providing opportunities for refinement of certain 
concepts .. 10 
2. Directions - All directions were given, orally, 
by the teacher as the children can not read at the readiness 
stage. The directions were cheeked as to simplicity to 
make sure the children could do the work sheets by them-
1. Appendix C:, PP• 60-64. 6. Appendix c- pp. a4-aa. 
' 2. Appendix C:, PP• 65-69 .. 7. Appendix c pp .. a9-93. , 
3. Appendix C; PP• 70-74. a. Appendix C; pp~ 94-9a. 
4. Appendix C; PP• 75-7a. 9. Appendix c PP• 99-103. , 
5. Appendix c, PP• 79-a3. 10. Appendix c, pp.l04-10a. 
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selves, arter the teacher had given the directions orally. 
3. Individual dirrerences - All or the work sheets were 
used as a diagnostic eheck to show strengths and weaknesses 
according to the type or visual activity the work sheet 
portrayed. A similar work sheet was used where needed 
until the visual skill was strengthened surriciently. 
4. Good pictures - Few pictures were used as the 
creative art program tends to have the child draw his own 
pictures. The circle, square and triangle were used 
because they are a required essential in the arithmetic 
curriculum in the system where these work sheets were used. 
5. Adequate space to draw his own picture - Space 
large enough has been lert ror the average child. Ir 
someone had dirriculty using the space provided, the child 
was given a piece or 12b.y 18 .inch manila drawing paper and 
he drew his picture on that. 
Analysis or workbooks.-- The rive reading readiness 
books now in use in the six elementary schools were analyzed 
page by page using the same check list given ror the work 
sheets. 2 
3 1. Getting Ready - This readiness book lends itselr 
1. The directions are given right with the work sheets. 
Appendix C, PP• 60-l08e 
2. Chapter III, P• 37 
3. Paul McKee and M• Lucile Harrison, Getting Ready, 
Reading ror Meaning, Houghton Mirrlin Company, Boston, 1949. 
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well to a creative art program. The activities fulfill 
t 
their intended purposes. The directions are simply stated 
and in no instance is the child limited by being asked to 
color in or make six of these. Every activity has 
suggestions for individual needs. The pictures are good. 
The child is not asked to draw any picture of his own. 
2. Take Off1 - On pages 22 and 23 to aid in building 
2 
meaningful concepts the child was given a piece of manila 
drawing paper 12 by 18 inches. The pictures of 11asleepn 
and nawake" were discussed. The child acted them out. 
He then drew a picture on one side of the paper showing 
his meaning of "asleepn, on the other side he drew a 
picture showing his meaning of "awake 11 • The teacher gave 
the child a piece of paper with the words printed on it. 
awake j asleep 1 The child cut out the words and pasted 
them on his drawings. The pasting was carefully supervised 
to make sure the child pasted the words on the right picture 
so as to establish correct meaningful concepts. The child 
was reminded before he started to work to make the important 
things first and to make them large, fill up the page, and 
make his drawing fit. The other opposites such as, push, 
pull, throw-catch, in-out, come-go, up-down, were used in 
the same manner. 
1. carolyn M. Welch, Take Off, Betts Basic Readers, American 
Book Company, Boston, 1948. 
2. Chapter ~,p. 38, Purpose 8. 
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on pages 38 to 44 to help strengthen the associating 
meaning with word forms, the child was given a piece of 
12 by 18 inches manila drawing paper. The things Wendy, 
Tike, and Kim did, were discussed. The child decided from 
his own experience what he would like to have Wendy doing 
and drew his picture on one side of the paper. On the 
other side of his paper, he drew Kim doing something. The 
teacher gave him a paper with the names I Kim I Wendy I on 
it. When the drawings were finished the names were out out 
and pasted on the right picture. 
The next day, the same size paper was used. On one 
side the child drew a picture of Tike and on the other side 
. I ITilte I a p~cture of the three together. Kim Wendy Tike The 
names were out and pasted under the correct picture. 
The directions are clearly stated. The child is not 
asked to "color in". Each activity has an analysis of 
needs in relation to the individual child. The child is 
not asked to draw any pictures. The pictures used in the 
book are excellent. 
1 3. Before We Read - On page 22 if the space at the 
lower right hand section was not large enough, the child 
was given a piece of 12 by 18 inches manila drawing paper 
and he made his- picture of the place setting on it. 
i. William s. Gray, Marion Monroe and Lillian Gray, 
Before We Read, The Basic Readers, Scott, Foresman and 
Company, New York, 1941. 
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On pages 42 to 46 the suggestions given for Take Off, 
PP• 38-441 were used. The names.Dick, Jane, Father, Mother 
and Baby were substituted in place of Kim, Tike and Wendy. 
For experiences, in connection with these drawings a combined 
2 list of experiences from the five readiness work books was 
used. 
The activities-in this work book fulfill their intended 
purposes. The directions are carefully stated so that the 
teacher could follow them easily. The child is not asked 
to color in or make three of these. The pictures are good 
and the one place where the child is asked to draw a picture, 
suggestions have been made above. Each lesson has either 
correlated activities or related practices which were used 
for individuals needing more practice in that particular 
skill. 
3 
4. Here We Go - On pages 40 to 44 to help strengthen 
the pupils ability to associate meaning with word forms the 
child was given a piece of 12 by 18 inch manila drawing 
paper and he had his choice of making a picture of a boat, 
train, or store that he 1iked very much. The teacher 
emphasized the fact that the child should make the important 
thing in his drawing first, and make it large. A paper 
1. Chapter III, PP• 40-41. 
2. Appendix B, PP• 58-59. 
3. Emmett A. Betts and Mabel O'Donnell, The Alice and Jerry 
Books, Row, Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1947. 
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with these labels I train I boat I store ( was given to the 
child to cut and paste on the correct picture or the teacher 
had the child copy the words from the board. 
The visual activities of this book fulfill their 
intended purposes.. The directions are carefully detailed 
so that they can be easily .followed. Each lesson has a 
section called, diagnosis of pupil responses and further 
developmental activities which take care of individual 
differences. The pictures are good and in no place in the 
book is the child. asked to color in.or draw a picture. 
5. Getting Ready to Read1 - On page 3, the directions 
at the bottom of the page were changed .. to read, "Make a eros 
in the boxes at the bottom of the page. Use the same color 
crayon as the square above. Be sure to use the same 
colors". The child was given a piece of 12 by 18 inch 
manila drawing .paper. He made .something .he liked to eat 
the same color as .the first square.. 'The second lesson, he 
was given the same size drawing paper, on which he made a 
picture of some toy he liked to play with that was the same 
color as the second .square •. The third lesson, he was given 
the same. size paper and .. he made. something that he wore that 
was the same color . as the .. third square. The third day have 
him put the sheets in the. same.order as the colors at the 
1. Delia E. Kibbie, Editor, Revised by Margaret Madden and 
Imogene salter, Mother Hubbardt.s. Seatw.ork Cupboard, Getting 
Ready.to Read,Reading Shelf A, E. M. Hale and Company, 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin, 1943. 
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top o:f the page. 
On pages 4 to 8 1 the child put the same colored cross 
as the color on the object he was trying to match. 
On page 8 1 the child was given a piece o:f 12 by 18 inch 
manila drawing paper. He made a. picture o:f something which 
he liked to play with, that was the same color as the first 
square. The second lesson, the child was given the same 
size drawing paper and he . made some.thing he saw in the 
country that was the same color as the second square. On 
the third day, he made a picture on the same size paper o:f 
something he saw in the city that was the same color as the 
third square. Then,.the papers were arranged in the same 
order as the colored squares at the top of the page. 
Pages 53 to 60 were not used unless the child especially 
asked to do them. In their place, the child was given a 
piece o:f manila drawing paper 12 by 18 inches. The teacher 
demonstrated how to fold the paper short ways so that the 
child would have a book. On the first page, the child made 
Jerry or Alice the way he or she looked when he came down 
to break:fast. After break:fast, Jerry wanted to go out and 
play in the snow. Picture two shows Jerry dressed in his 
ooat and hat, but he couldn't find his boots and mittens. 
Mother found the boots and mittens and gave them to Jerry. 
A picture was made o:f Jerry dres.sed to go outside with his 
Boots and mittens on. The fourth picture was Jerry making 
a snow-man. 
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On pages 17, 18, 22 to 53, 60 to 81, and 90 to 94, 
instead or having the child color the picture, he was told 
to put a cross on the right picture. rr the child asked 
to color any or the pictures, permission was granted readily. 
The directions are clearly stated. They were changed 
' 
where they asked the child to color a picture to have the 
child put a colored cross (color specified by the teacher) 
on the designated picture. Individual differences have 
been taken care or by the many different types or visual 
activities that serve the same purpos.e. Suggestions have 
been made above ror the pages, 8, 9,_10, 53, 541 55, 56, 57, 
58, 59 where the child is asked to dr.aw a picture. Most 
or the pictures are good. Symbolic and over simplified 
geometric rorms appeared on pages 5, 6 1 7,22, 26, 30, 31, 
36, 50, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58 1 59 and 67. 
In this chapter, the plan and procedure or the study 
have been set forth. The follow.ing chapter deal.s. with 
the summary and conclusions. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Summary 
The purpose.-- An attempt has been made to evaluate, 
informally, thirty reading work sheets for beginning first 
grade as to: 
1. Purposes of the present reading readiness work-
books. 
2. Art principles desired to be developed at first 
grade level~ combined with the art supervisor's 
1 
criticism of our workbooks and work sheets. 
An attempt has been made to adapt five reading 
readiness workbooks page by page, with suggestions where 
needed, sothat they would conform to a creative art program. 
2 The questionnaire .-- A questionnaire was sent out 
after the plan hadbeen in operation about four and a half 
years, to the superintendent of schools,~ the art supervisor, 
- -
the reading consultant, the four principals of the town's 
six elementary schools~ and to the i'irst grade teachers. 
Due to the turn over of teachers, only three of the 
teachers who started with the plan, were still in the 
system. The newest teacher had worked with the plan for 
1. Appendix A, PP• 55-57. 
2. Appendix D, PP• 109-121. 
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one and a half years. A total of fifteen questionnaires 
Eleven were returned. The following is a 
summary of the ·returns: 
Question number 1.-- To what extent .. if any, has the 
creative art program helped to cultivate good work habits, 
such as, neatness, self-reliance, etc.? 
The opinions given by the eleven teachers and 
adm:jn:istrators answering the first question are given in 
Table 1. 
Table le Opinions of Teachers and Administrators 
as to the Extent of Help the Creative 
Art Program Cultivates Good Work Habits 
Opinions of Teachers 
and Administrators 
(..l.J 
l. Greater independence in 
thinking and self-
reliance ••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Pride in accomplishment •••••• 
3. Better observation ............ . 
4. Development of these skills 
limited to the ability of 
the indi.vidual child ••••••••• 
5. Initiative ••••••••••••••••••• 
6. Better muscular coordination. 
7. Fostered personality 
development •••••• ~ ••••••••••• 
8. Helpedchildren to become 
self directive ••••••••••••••• 
9. Developed longer periods of 
concentration •••••••••••••••• 
10. Use of originality ••••••••••• 
Number of 
like opinions 
(2}_ 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
l 
l 
l 
1 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 1. (concluded) 
Opinions of Teachers 
and Administrators 
Number of' 
like opinions 
_{lj (2) 
11. Sensitivity to material.... 1 
12. Worthy use of leisure time. 1 
13. Helped the gifted child 
more than the slow learner. 1 
14. No help to any extent...... 1 
Question number 21 .-- How much-improvement, if any, 
has been shown in the art work? 
The opinions given by the eleven teachers and 
administrators answering the secondquestion are given 
in Table 2. 
Table 2. Opinions of Teachers and Admmnistrators 
as to the Improvement, if any, Shown in 
the Art Work 
Opinions of' Teachers Number of' 
and Administrators like opinions 
{1) (2) 
1. Improvement in art work...... 11 
2. Showed improvement in the 
expression of ideas, quality 
of creative endeavor and 
workmanship ••••••••••••••••• 4 
3. Reading offered good subject 
matter for art ............... .. 
4. Increased interest in the art 
work, increased the quality 
of the work •••••••••••••••••• 
(concluded on next page) 
1 AmiAndix n nn. lOQ-121 .. 
1 
1 
1 
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Table 2. (concluded) 
Opinions of Teachers Number of 
and Administrators ~ike opinions 
(~) (2) 
5. Opportunity to experiment 
with di.f:f'erent art 
materials •••••••••••••••••••• l 
6. Better use of color and space, 
larger scale work, and no 
copying •••••••••••••••••••••• l 
7. Expressed themselves freely, 
working in large :f'igures, 
making each component part of 
the picture .fit •••••••••••••• l 
s. Learned mueh about perspectivE 
as a technique through 
experimentation •••••••••••••• t 1 
9. Color took on new meaning ••••• 1 
10. Eliminated many frustrations 
as evidenced by the sel.f-
confidence of young artists 
in the portrayal of their 
ideas ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
1 Question number 3 ·-- Is the work sheet following 
the creative art principl.es. superior to the old type of 
work sheet? In what way? 
The opinions given by the eleven teachers and 
administrators answering. the third question are given in 
Table 3. 
1. Appendix D, PP• 109-121. 
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Table 3. Opinions of Teachers and Administrators 
as to the Superiority of the Work Sheet 
Following the Creative Art Principles 
Opinions of Teachers Number of 
and Administrators ~ike opinions 
(1) (2) 
1. Gives opportunity to create 
ideas and express himself 
as an indi.vidual. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 
2. Checks.understanding of 
reading concepts more 
completely·. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
3. Adapts the vocabulary to fit 
the immediate needs of the 
individual or group more 
easily........................ 2 
4. Avoids just plain busy work... 2 
5. Prevents frustration.......... 1 
6. Allows the child to develop 
greater imagination and 
observation................... 1 
7. Prevents plagiarism in art 
where children just copy...... 1 
a. Discourages plagiarism where 
training is encouraged........ 1 
9. Allows the child to develop 
his own brain................. 1 
10. Requires definite planning 
and good . thinking concerning 
the problem •.•••••• ~ ••••••••••• 
11. Involves more use of the 
larger muscles and eliminates 
tracing and filling in......... 1 
12. Helps in developing reading 
skills from the standpoint of 
child development emotionally~ 
physically~ socially, and 
probably intellectually........ 1 
13. Not superior to the old type.. 1 
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Question number 41 .-- Do the new type work sheets 
give the needed practices and repetitions for strengthening 
the beginning reading skills? 
The opinions. given by the eleven teachers and 
administrators answering.the fourthquestion are given in 
Tabl.e 4. 
Table 4. Opinions of Teachers and Administrators 
as to Whether or Not the New Type Work 
Sheet Gives the Needed Practices and 
Repetitions for Strengthening the 
Beginning Reading Skills 
Opinions of Teachers 
and Administrators 
(1) 
1. If carefully planned, 
Number of 
like opinions 
(2T 
yes ••••••••••••••••••••• ~.... 4 
2. More varied ................. · • • • • 3 
3. More interesting............. 2 
4. Remembers, better when the 
child works to· visualize or 
to objectify his concepts 
about reading................ 1 
5. Helps to fix the learnings 
involved and facilitates 
their recall................. 1 
6. Helps to establish the 
concepts..................... 1 
7. Needed practices and 
repetitions liot given........ 1 
a. come to a thoughtful 
compromise after examining our 
work sheets critically for 
both art and reading 
objectives.................... 1 
1. Appendix D, PP• 109-121. 
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2. Conclusions 
Obvious conclusions.-- The summary given above is 
composed of opinions and observations from administrators 
and first grade teachers who have worked with the program 
for at least a year and. a half. .Any answer having two or 
more like opinions.is listed as an obvious conclusion. 
Number 1.-- The creative art program helped to 
cultivate, 
1. Greater independence in thinking and self-reliance. 
2. Pride in accomplishment. 
3. Better observation. 
4. Initiative. 
5. Better muscular coordination. 
Number 2.-- Administrators and all teachers agreed 
that the art work had improved. 
Number 3.-- The work sheet following the creative art 
program is superior to the old type work sheet because itt 
1. Gives the child an opportunity to create ideas and 
express himself as an individual. 
2. Checks understanding of reading concepts more 
completely. 
3. Adapts the vocabulary more e.asily to fit the 
immediate needs of the individual or group. 
4. Avoids just plain busy work. 
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--
Number 4.--
1. The new type work sheets give the needed practices 
and repetitions if they are carefully planned. 
2. The creative type work sheets are more varied and 
more interesting. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIISJNS.FOR ADDITIONAL STUDY 
Suggestions.-- This study has been carried on in a 
rather small school system. The following problems came 
to mind during the procedure: 
1. Evaluate work sheets and adapt workbooks for 
beginning first grade reading in a larger school 
system. 
2. Evaluate pre-primer, primer, and first reader 
work sheets and workbooks integrated with a 
creative art program. 
3. Make a study with two groups, having one group 
use creative art lessons only during the drawing 
period. Have the other group integrate creative 
art with as many of the subjects in the curriculum 
as possible. At the end of the experimental 
period see which group has made the most improve-
ment in art and reading. 
-
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APPENDICES 
• 
CHAPTER VI 
AN ART TEACHER'S CRITICISM OF SOME PRACTICES IN READING 
~ORKBOOKS AND SEATWORK1 
.APPENDIX A 
Type of pictures.-- The picture in.a workbook should 
be interesting andvaried. Pictures that are of the 
symbolic or over-s~plified geometric type are a real block 
for the development of a creative type of drawing. They 
are too easily ~itated by children so that a pattern set 
is developed which prevents ehildr.en from mentally visual-
izing that which is real with its many possibilities and 
variations. These drawings tend_ to develop a lazy eye in 
a child so that he will become less and less observing and 
more and more a slave to this pattern whenever opportunities 
arise in his art expr.essions. Examples of this may be seen 
in drawings where trees, tulips, eats, hou.sea, turkeys, etc .. , 
have been symbolized in this manner. 
Coloring in pictures and shapes.-- Many of the work-
books and much of the seatwork ask children to color in 
squares, circles or pictures. 
· There are two main criticisms of this form of activity • 
• The first and foremost of these is that this process 
neither teaches reading, nor does it encourage in any way 
visual expression. Rather it diverts the attention of the 
child from the reading by requiring his concentration to be 
centered around trying to stay inside the linea. It is 
true that most children love to color in. Hence the large 
sale of color books. As far as I have been able to observe, 
I would say that there is no great damage-done by the 
coloring in process as far as handicapping the art is 
concerned. It does, however, foster lazy habits. Little 
mental activity is required, while in creative drawing much 
problem solving constantly takes place. At best the 
coloring in process is a time consuming activity well 
qualified to keep tiJohnnytt out of mother's hair on rainy 
days. 
l. Mildred M. Landis, Meaningful Art Education, Charles A· 
Bennett Company, Inc., Publishers, Peoria, Illinois, 1951. 
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In the second place some small children or five and 
six years of age have not achie.ved sufficient motor control 
to be able to stay inside the lines with sufficient degree 
or accuracy to satisfy certain adult minds. The pressure 
and insistence by some teachers that the child learn to be 
neat and stay inside the lines is a nerve-racking and -
frustrating experience for these children. It takes such 
a degree or painstaking concentration that the child 
completely loses track of the purpose of the task and 
develops nervous tension.. This tension is increased when 
the child is compared with another pupil whose muscles have 
developed sufficiently to enable him.to.fill in colors with 
greater ease. 
Tracing by dottedlinesto .form pictures.-- Here again 
is a busy work.practi.ce.that does notteaeh reading, and 
may involve some degree thoughsmaJ.l.of' muscular coordination 
in order to stay on the- do.ts. The same arguments follow 
here that are used for coloring. True, the child may 
enjoy doing it if not crLt.icized for his lack of coordination 
Here again isthe question: Is this tracing or a picture a 
step necessary for and preliminary to the tracing or numbers 
and letters which may provide the kinesthetic response for 
their formation? If the child is to learn to make a 
numerical figure, why does he need to. -·trace a pony or a 
dog? Is it not easier and less confusing to start with 
the desired figure or letter of the alphabet? 
Pictures to be drawn. in a fiven space.-- Many workbooks 
provide small spaces in which ~e children are to draw 
pictures. Although it may be that the child is not asked 
to ~ pictures in the given directions., there is small 
doubt that this wLll not happen., considering the number of 
pictures shown. This practice.of copying pictures defeats 
attempts to make art meaningful. 
Again this type of' direction does not teach reading, 
and as often used may be a time-consumilig busy work. In 
some cases it is doubtful if the idea suggested will 
interest all children. Children like to draw what they 
know best, and with which they are familiar. On the other 
hand, if., for exampJ.e,·a child.is.asked to draw a pig and 
he has never seen a pig., he. is .unlikely to.hav:e interest 
in drawing one. 
Then too~ muscular coordination of the small finger 
muscles may make the request a dif'.ficult one for the young 
child especially in the limited space-allotted for this 
purpose.· Most educators agree that there-is less nerve 
tension when the task is not too difficult. Often the 
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pictures shown in workbooks set too high a standard for 
grade one attainment. 
Furthermore, directions often require the child to 
draw an isolated object with no relation to the whole 
picture. To the child this then becomes just a task 
and not a creative expression, characterized by wholeness, 
something we should emphasize in all aspects of learning. 
There is little empathic response to it. Therefore the 
question is:; How many childr.en will f'eel deeply moved to 
draw these pi·ctures from these directions and thus do a 
good job? 
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WORDS AND EXPERIENCES 
APPENDIX B 
Words.-- The following list of words is taken from the 
five readiness books1 used in the system. These words 
appear again in the following pre-primer. 
Alice down his one store 
and Dick in orange the 
Baby Father Jane out three 
big find Jerry play Tike 
black friends jump read together 
blue go Kim red train 
boat green little ride two 
brown her look see up 
can here Mother stop Wendy 
come 
Experiences.-- The list of experiences are from the 
same five readiness work books.1 
1. A big surprise 
2. A birthday party 
3. Anything to ride in 
4. A picnic 
1. Getting Ready, op. cit., p.39. 
2. Take Off, op. cit., p.40e 
3. Before We Read, op. cit., p.41. 
4. Rere We Go, op. cit., P• 42. 
5. Getting Ready to Read, op. cit., p.43. 
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5. At the beach 
6. At the dentist 
7. Circus 
8. City and Country 
9. Colors 
10. Fishing 
11. Fun in the snow 
12. Homes 
13. In the Park 
14. Making a house 
15. Numbers one, two, three 
16. Pets and toys 
17. Playground 
18. Playing house 
19. Rooms of a house 
20. Shopping with Mother 
21. Travel 
22. work and play 
23. Workers 
24. Zoo 
WORK SHEETS AND DIRECTIONS 
APPENDIX C 
General Directions.-- Some of' the work sheets have a 
color word in the upper right hand corner. The child 
compared the color word in the upper right hand corner with 
the color chart in the room. He used the color crayon 
designated to mark his work. sheet. Where there was no 
color word, he used an ordinary first grade lead pencil. 
This helped the child to learn the color words. 
also given a colored blotter to use as a marker. 
1. Improving ability to detect likenesses and 
differences in letter and word f'orms1 • 
Directions f'or page 62 -- marked in blue. 
1. Put your marker under the f'irst row. 
2. Look at the first row. 
He was 
3. Put your finger on the f'orm that is diff'erent. 
(Teacher checks) 
4. Mark the one that is dif'f'erent. 
5. Do the rest of' the paper in the same way. 
Directions for page 63 -- marked in red. 
1. Teacher puts first. square on the board and does it 
with the childrene 
2. Look at the first word in the first column. 
1. Chapter III - P• 38, Visual activity 1. 
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3. Put your finger on it. (Teacher checks) 
4. Find a word just like it in the second column. 
5. Draw a line from the first word to the one just 
like it in the second column. 
6. Be sure the two words are alike. (Teacher checks) 
7. Do the rest of that block the same way.· 
a. Children do the rest of the paper in the same way 
independently. 
Directions for page 64 -- marked in blue 
1. Put your finger on the first word. 
2. Look carefully at the first row. 
3. Draw a circle around the word that is just like the 
first word. 
4. Check to see if they both look alike. 
5. Do the same for each of the other rows. 
Later'this sheet can be used as a reading lesson. 
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2. Improving memory1 • 
Directions for page 67 
1. Put your marker under the first row of pictures. 
2. Look at the triangle. 
3. Trace it carefully with your finger. 
4. Now take your pencil and trace the second picture. 
5. Let's play a game and try to stay right on the line. 
6. Cover the first two triangles with your marker. 
7. Just for fun, draw a triangle in the empty square. 
a. Do it carefully. 
9 •. Take your marker off and see if it looks like the 
other two triangles. 
10. Do the rest of the paper in the same way. 
Directions for page 68 -- marked in red. 
1. Put your marker under the first row. 
2. Take your finger and trace around the circle. 
3. Take your red crayon and draw around the circle. 
4. Cover the circle with your marker. 
5. Draw a circle in the empty space. 
6. Take your blotter off andcompare the circles. 
7. Do the rest of the paper in the same way. 
Directions for page 69 -- marked in brown. 
1. Put your marker under the first picture. 
1. Chapter III - p. 38, Visual activity 2. 
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2. Take your finger and trace around the circle. 
3. Draw around the circle with your brown crayon. 
e 4. Cover the circle with your marker. 
5. Draw two circles in the empty space. 
6. Take your marker off and compare the pictures. 
7. Do the rest of the paper in the same way. 
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3. Improving the coordination of eye or hand. 1 
Directions for page 71 -- marked in blue. 
1. Put your marker under the first row. 
2. Take your finger and trace around the triangle very 
carefully. Try to stay on the lines. 
3. Take your blue crayon and draw around the other two 
triangles. 
4. Work carefully and try to make each one better. 
5. Do the rest of the page in the same way. 
Directions for page 72 -- marked in red. 
1. Put your marker under the first row. 
2• Take your finger and trace over the pictures. Try 
hard to stay on the lines. 
3. Take your red crayon and go over the linea carefully. 
4. Do the rest of the page in the same way. 
Directions for page 73 -~ marked in blue. 
1. Put your marker under the first row. 
2. Start at the cross on the circle at the left hand 
side of the page. (Teacher demonstrates) 
3. Take your finger and try to stay on the dotted line 
until you come to another circle just like the first 
one. 
4. Take your blue crayon and go over the dotted line. 
5. Be sure to start at the cross. 
6. Do the rest of the paper in the same way. 
1. Chapter III - p. 38, Visual activity 3. 
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4. Developing the habit of moving the eye from left 
to right in recognizing words or in reading lines.1 
Directions for page 76 -- marked in red. 
1. Put your marker under the first row. 
2. Look at the first circle in the first row. 
3. Put your finger on it. (Teacher checks to see that 
they are right) 
4. Find a circle just like the first one. 
5. Put a cross on both circles. 
6. Do the same for the rest of the sheet. 
Directions for page 77 -- marked in red. 
1. Put your marker under the first row of letters. 
2. Look carefully at the first letter at the left 
side of the page. 
3. Put a red cross on it. 
4. Look at the next letter. If it is like the first 
letter put a red cross on it. 
5. If it is not like the first letter, do not mark 
it. 
6. Look at each of the other letters. 
7. Put a red cross on each letter, if it is like the 
first letter. 
a. Do the other five rows the same way • 
1. Chapter III - P• 38, Visual activity 4. 
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Directions for page 78 -- marked in brown. 
1. Put your marker under the first row of words. 
0 2. Look at each word carefully. 
3. One word is not like the others. 
4. Put a brown line on the word that is different. 
5. Do the rest of the paper in the same way. 
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1 5. Developing color discrimination. 
Directions for page 81 --
1. Teacher and children match the names in the big 
boxes to a color chart. 
2. Make something to eat in each of the big boxes. 
3. Be sure to make it the color it states. 
4. Cut the small labels at the bottom of the paper. 
5. Match and paste the color names in the right places. 
Directions for page 82 --
1. Put your marker under the first row of words at the 
bottom of the paper. 
2. Find out what the word says by matching it to the 
color chart. (Teacher helps) 
3. Move your, marker down. 
4. Take your pencil and trace over the words in the 
last line. 
5. Now, draw something you like to play with in the 
big space at the top of the paper that is the 
same color as the word you traced. 
6. Be sure you make something ttred". 
Directions for page 83 --
1. Trace the number word. 
2. Find out what the number is by matching it to a 
number chart. 
1. Chapter III - p. 38, Visual activity 5. 
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3. Write the number in the little box. 
4. Make that many crosses in the big box above it. 
5. Be sure to make them the color it states. 
6. Do the rest o~ the page in the same way. 
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6. Providing experiences in noting details.1 
Directions for page 86 -- marked in red. 
1. Put your m~ker under the first row of letters. 
2. Put your finger on the first letter in the first 
row. (Teacher checks) 
3. Find the letter just like it in the same row. 
4. Draw a red circle around the two letters that are 
alike. 
5. Put a blue cross on the letters that are different. 
6. Move your marker down. 
7. Do the rest of the paper in the same way. 
Directions for page 87 --
1. Put your marker under the first row of pictures.· 
2. Look carefully at the first picture. 
3. Now look at the second picture. Something is 
gone from the second picture. 
4. As soon as you see what is missing, draw the part 
that is gone with your pencil. 
5. Move your marker down. 
6. Continue in the same way for the rest of the page. 
Directions for page 88 --
1. Draw a picture of Alice in the big box at the left 
of the page. 
1. Chapter III - P• 38, Visual activity 6. 
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2• The first word at the right tells Alice's name • 
• Put your finger on it. (Teacher checks) 
3• Trace Alice with your finger. 
4. Take your pencil and go over her name carefully. 
5. Move your marker down. 
6. One letter is missing from Alicets namee 
7. When you know what it is, make it with your pencil. 
~· Be sure you make the second word look just like 
the first. 
9. Do the rest of the paper in the same way. 
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7. Providing experiences which will develop 
' 1 concentration. 
Directions for page 91 -- marked in brown. 
1. Put your marker under the first big letter. 
2. Look carefully at the big letter. 
3. Run your finger along the first row of letters. 
4. Every time you find a small letter like the big 
letter, put a brown cross on it. 
5. Be sure the letters are just alike. 
6. Do' the same thing in the second row of small letters. 
7. Move your marker dow.n to the next big letter. 
8. Do the rest of the page in the same way. 
Directions for page 92 --
1. Put your marker under the first row of words. 
2. Look carefully at the letter in the little box at 
the left of the page. 
3. Put your finger on it. 
4. Move your finger along to the right until you find 
a word that starts with the same letter. 
5. Check to be sure the word starts just like the 
letter in the little box. 
6. Draw a circle around the word. 
7. Move your marker down to the next row o.f words • 
8. Do the rest of the page in the same way. 
1. Chapter III - p. 38, Visual activity 7. 
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Directions for page 93 --
1. Look carefully at the names on the mittens. 
2. Look at the names on the thumbs at the bottom of 
the paper. 
3. Cut the thumbs out. 
4. Place them on the right mitten. 
5. Check and make sure both names are just alike. 
(Teacher checks them) 
6. Paste the thumbs in the correct places. 
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a. Providing experiences which will give some of the 
1 pupils an opportunity to associate meaning with symbols. 
Directions for page 96 --
1. Put your marker under the second line at the bottom 
of the page. (Teacher checks) 
2. Put your finger on the one and trace it. 
3. Start at the cross. 
4. Make a number l with your pencil. 
5. Every time you see a cross make a 1. 
6. Move your marker down. 
7. Do the same thing. 
a. Move your marker down. 
9. Trace over the word one. 
10. Make the word, one, three times. 
11. Now make a picture in the space above to show the 
meaning of one. 
Directions for page 97 --
1. Put your marker under the ~irst row of pictures. 
2. Count the crosses in the first box. 
3. Put a cross on the ones that are the same number 
as the first' one in the row. 
4. Move your marker down. 
5. Do the rest of the page in the same way. 
1. Chapter III - P• 3a, Visual acti'vity a. 
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Directions for page 98 --
1. Draw a picture of Jerry in the big box at the left 
of the page. 
2~ Look at the words on the rest of the page. Notice 
that the words are all alike. They tell Jerry's 
name. 
3. Take your pencil and trace over Jerry very carefully. 
4. Try to stay on the line. 
5. Say the word, Jerry, to yourself as you trace it so 
you will remember the- little boy's name. 
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9. Providing experiences which will measure growth in 
power to associate ideas and see relationships and 
belonginess.1 
Directions for page 101 -- marked in brown. 
1. Put your finger on the first picture at the left. 
2. Look carefully at the pictures on the right. 
3. Find one that belongs with the first one on the 
left side. (That is just the same) 
4. Draw a line with your brown crayon from left to 
right connecting the two that are alike and belong 
together. (Teacher demonstrates on the board) 
5. Continue in the same way for the rest of the paper. 
Directions for page 102 -- marked in red. 
1. Put your marker on the second line. 
2. Look carefully at the things in the first square. 
3. One object does not belong in that square. can 
you find it? 
4. Mark the one that is different with a red cross. 
5. Do the rest of the squares in the same way. 
Directions for page 103 --
1. Put your marker on the second line. (Teacher checks) 
2. Look at the three words in the first box. Two 
are alike and one does not belong. A line drawn 
1. Chapter III - p. 38, Visual activity 9. 
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through one shows which one does not belong. 
3. Look at the words in the second box carefully. 
4. Find the word that does not belong. 
5. Put your finger on it. (Teacher checks) 
6. Draw a line through the word that is different. 
7. Do the rest of the boxes in the same way. 
lOll. 
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10. Providing opportunities for refinement of certain 
t . 1 concep s. 
Directions 
1. Explain 
:X: 
1 
one 
for page 106 -- marked in 
the dictionary at the top 
:x::x: :x::x::x: 
2 3 
two three 
2. Put the first square on the board. 
3. Do it along with the children. 
blue. 
of the page; 
4. Look at the first number in the first column. 
5. Put your finger on it. (Teacher checks) 
6. Find a number just like it in the second column. 
7. Draw a line with your blue crayon from the first 
number to the one just like it in the second column. 
8. Be sure the two numbers are alike. (Teacher checks) 
9. Do the rest of the squares in the same way. 
Directions for page 107 --
1. Put your marker under the second line. 
2. Put your finger on the big circle at the left side 
of the page. (Teacher checks) 
3. Follow the line from the big circle to the word in 
the middle of the page. That word says "big". 
4. See the big circle at the right of the page. 
5. Put your finger on it. 
1. Chapter III - p. 38, Visual activity 10. 
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6. Trace the line with your ~inger ~rom the big circle 
to the word "big 11 in the middle o~ the page .. 
7 .. Now go over the dotted lines with your pencil. 
8. Do the same with the little circles. 
9. Do the rest o~ the page in the same way. 
Directions ~or page 108 --
1. See the word go at the bottom o~ the page. 
2. Trace over the word go with your ~ingers. 
3. Now trace over the other two words go with your 
pencil. 
4. Try hard to stay on the lines. 
5. See i~ you can write the word go by yoursel~. 
6. Draw a picture in the space above o~ anything you 
know about that can go. (Teacher discussed with the 
children things that could go be~ore she asked them 
to make a picture~ 
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QUESTIO~AIRE AND ANSWERS 
APPENDIX D 
Questionnaire.-- Would you be kind enough to answer 
the following questions on a separate sheet of paper? 
Please do not sign your name~ just give your frank opinion 
. . 
and mail the results to me within the next week, if it is 
possible. I am using this material for a service paper 
for Boston University. Thank you very much. 
1. To what extent, if any, has the creative art 
program helped to cultivate good work habits~ 
such as, neatness, self-reliance, etc.? 
2. How much improvement, if any, has been shown in 
the art work? 
3. Is the work sheet following the creative art 
principles superior to the old type of work 
sheet? In what way? 
4. Do the new type work sheets give the needed 
practices and repetitiona for strengthening 
the beginning reading skills? 
109 
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QUESTION #I- To what ex~ent_ if any. has ~he creative art program 
helped ~o cultivate gpod work habits, such as, neatness, 
sel~-relianca, ete.? 
2. 
Children have a purpose as they work to 
give expression to aa idea. A feeling of 
pride in aecom;pllsbment bproves both the 
quali t:w of the work and the habits of 
workmanshi.p • 
.! 
'fbe ereative art progra.nn fost.e:rs personality 
devel.opment, g1 ving the cllrl.ld. num.erous 
experie.nees f'ar· expressive living. 
3. Art is ~tegrated within the general school 
- --- -- --, .... -----programL.&'ld .avai.laAl.~ ..llhenE;?ver ]le~ded. Thus, 
- - -,-,-- ·_· ~ -- --- -childran. -are~~p:Fov--id.e.d m "th aQ.ded exper-.f~nees 
that heJ..p tJlelill tc:> beeom:e se1f-dire®ti ve. 
QUESTION' 112- Hi.ow much improvement., if any, bas been shewn in the 
art, work? .. 
l.~ Children e;xp:res-s themselves freely~ wo.rking in 
l.arge :figures, ~king each component part of 
the pic'&ure f'i.t. Rarely do they cramp their 
:idaaSJ, as was the ease a few years ago). 
2. Altho.ll;g:h they are no't taught parspeati.ve as 
a t.eehnique, the'y have learned much about it 
through axperimentat~on. 
3~ Ao:l.or bas taken. on new meaning in. these attempts 
of the e~d to portray hi.s ideas. 
11( 
4; Mueh e~ be learned about a child's personality 
- ---,------- - --- 'Dyat;~-the--pj:ctm-'es-~.-- ·-'lf.b.e--cn•-ea:ti-ve-
art. program bas eljm:troa.ted many fru.strations as 
evidenced by ~e self-confidenae of yo~ 
arti at s 1 in the· portrayal of the·i.r :ideas~ 
5~ 1J;; en~ reruJlii s6ow /m;rov-emed 1"rt-~ 
expre>flim of ;-'J_etL,j1 1~ d/ M12diPe endE-a.v-tJ~_,~ ~ 
wo«mt~At>LJ· 
QUESTION H 3- Is ~he work sheet following the creative art pr~ei.ples 
superia~ ito the old!. type of' w~rk sheet? In wlmat way? 
1. Jre s~ Copying and c®l.oring are super-.imposed 
and d~ no~ pr~vide treedam of thought for the 
child~ A:;my use of' 1mJi ta t.i ve me-thods, like 
th& use of tFaeings ~- c€/ll~ertng e'f pa:tterns, 
tend to ·irnhibi t· him: :in :lili.s 0JWn ereati ve expression. Be wi~l. 
become dependent on smcb patterns both in his creative wor~ and 
in hi.s tb:3il!llk1 ng~ as 0!99 ea.nnot be separated f'rom the O>ther. 
2. T.ba child needs tiiii!a aJT.rd niate:FiaJLs to ~®re, to experiment, 
and to discover. The c~~n understandings which children 
reach are ma(["e f'irmly f'i.xed because of' thea art experiences. 
111 
Artist1e expression o~ the ~ea~ workSheets is n~t as import~ 
as the eonaept.s t.l::lat develop from su.ch experiences. 
3. The new type worksheet requires def'imdte planning and gpod 
t.hinlking aoncerning the prahlam. 'l'he acca~mpanying art activities 
help to clarify the understandings. 
4. 
~.U.Ol11L..#.!-_:Q.Q __ 1;.he !_lew _IDe_ wo.rk.she~~_gi_v~. th_~ ne:aded_ practicet!_ -~ ----·----
repeti tiona for strengthening -tn:a beginning reading skills? ... 
JL. If a abild works to visualize or to objectify his concepts 
about re.adling, he memembers better. The exp:eri.enees expressed 
iD eonerete terms heJLp '&CDJ f'ix the learnings invol. ved and 
:facill tater.. their re:eall. As e:xp:er:t.enee cbartw build up e. 
readiness f'or reading and pave the way f'~r interest in and 
t.he \'liSe 0f books, so. the WG:>~rksheet be1ps to est.abll.sh the 
concep.ts. The cliil.d must le~r.rn f'aet,s, kn01W1edges and. skills, 
and wli:ll.em. and oow to use them. The new type worksheets, if 
earaful2~ pl.~ea by tha·taasber, give the neede4 practices 
and repetitions f'~r strangthen1Df ~e beginning reading ski2ls 
beeause tilley are no :J_onger just busywerk."· 
Be1'ore a teacher ean emplo'y these worksheets, she must have 
a good Widerstandi.ng of' the raascms why art is a necessary 
component to the 1earnirrg praeess of all age groups. She must 
real.ize, too, how art can be ut.illzed to mak~ the understanding 
of' ~"tl\her subj,eet.s 100re, vi tal. B.l.lld ut.erest:tng-. 
~- -~-- - ;_ ----- --- -- ---~---- ------ ----------- ~-------.. - -------------- -----·~ -----
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1) A creative art program, undoubtedly, helps to cultivate good 
work habits, such as neatness, independent work, use of 
originality, and requires serious thinking on the pupil's 
part to carry out his plans. 
2) Improvement noted in the art work shows such things as, better 
_--=.:-,;:=~- --~:--.;_ ____ ~-~.=--:-:---....:..::-~----~ -~ "6-~ -;'0~-.:.:··::.-~:.:.:_:_'-~~~-...:··~=---::-=-~-::::=.--:::-----::·--.:..-:--:~:=.:_::_~. -------_·""'::::-;::::-_ --=----------, ----~-----
use of color and space, larger scale work, and no copying. 
3) The work sheet being used is superior to the old type of work 
sheet in that it involves more use of the larger muscles and 
el:iininates tracing and filling in. 
4) The new work sheet seems to give needed practice and repetition 
in ways that are not monotonous to pupils. 
- -- ~--~---~~--"-"-
,, 
-J 
• 
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